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Reduction of the flavcme (Is), m.p. 287', with lithium aluminium 

hydride in ether has been found to yield 3-hydrolrycoumeran-2-m 

J'-isoohroman (3_hsdM~-4,5,5',6'-tetrahsdro_2,~benzo~~-5-~ 

6t-3',41-benao-21H-pyran)(IIa), m.p. 171-172', and the 7-methaxy- 

flavone (lb), m.p. 291-292', and trimethaay snalogue (Ic), m.p. 322’, 

were similarly converted into the spirans (III, and IIc), m.ps. 169-170' 

and 2Ol.5-202'. These spirens easily undergo cleavage with acid to the 

ieochrcmens, as eXpected from their ketal etructuree (II), and eubse- 

quent ring closure snd oxidation ooours readily to yield the flavylium 

s8lte (III). The trimethwspiren (110) has already been desoribed 

(1) 8s 8 stereoisamr of peltogynol trimethyl ether, end wae converted 

(1) into peltogynidin trimethyl ether (1110). 

The structure of the flavone (Ia), obtained by etandard'methods, 

was confirmed by infrared spectroscopy end mess speotrometry (p8rent ion 

264); the reduction product (IIs) gave the parent ion at 254 mess units. 

The spirsn struotures of the reduction products (II) wers inferred 
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initially from exrrmination of the n.m.r. spectrum of the spiran (IIa), 

which appeared chromatographicdly homogeneous (t.1.c.) but in solution 

in deuterochloroform occurred sa a mixture of the cis-isomer - (83%) end 
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the e-isomer (17d)(cis and refer to the configuration of the 

Fhydroxjl relative to the isoohrown-0). The two methylene groups 

absorbed a AB qusztets, and dotible irradiation stowed that the Sproton 

snd the low- snd hi&-field mcthylene groups were not coupled, thus 

establishing the spirsn structure (118). The low-field quartet (JA8 15.4 

c/s, o* 5.m, % 4.80 p.p.m. in both isomers) was superimposed on the 

sigrsl of the s-proton (SF,) of the cis-isomer at a 4.91 and the Fproton - 

(179) of tile m-isomer at o 4.74 p.p.m. The high-field quartet 

appeared u-,s;m-.etrical dun to superposition of the quartet due to the 

ois-isomer (.JpB - 17.6 c/s, ULZ 5.18, % 3.10 p.p.m.) on that due to the 

trans-isorur (JAB 17.6 c/s, cAB 3.11, Ao:~ less than 1.0 C/S) and 

infe.Tation of this retion coI;firz.?d the ratio of ieomers (8317). The 

hydvxyl proton also 

tion of r.olels ~1.0~ 

s?m7;etrically placed 

absorhed in this re@on (o 2.77 p.p.m.). Examine- 

teat the :-hydroxyl group in trie cis-iscmer iS - 

vith resoect to the C-CH2-Ar group responsible 
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for ths high-field quartet ( AD, 10.7 c/s), but unsymmetrically 

placed in the m-isomer ( ho, less then 1.0 C/S), and this 

evidently accounts for the difference in 110, in the two isomers. 

The cis-methcxyspiran (IIb) similarly showed high- and low-field - 

quartets in its n.m.r. spectrum but equilibration to the trsns-isomer 

(17s) occurred only dming deAterium exchange. The spectrum of the a- 

trimethoxyspiran (11~) wss simpler because the two methylene absorptions 

occurred as singlets (a 3.12 end 4.92 p.p.m.), with small shoulders on 

the high-field sides attributed to a very small proportion of the &p& 

isaner; the proportion of 

deuterium exchange. 

isomer increased slightly during 

The flavylium salts derived from the spirsns (IIa,b, and c) were 

yellow, orange, and carmine red respectively, and the flavylium salt 

from the spiran (11~) was indistinguishable from peltogmidin trimethyl 

ether in colour and RP on paper chromatpgrans. Peltogynol trimethyl 

ether was prepared by methylaticn of peltogynol extracted from PeltoRme 

pornhvrccsrdia, and its n.m.r. spectrum (J2 3 10.1 c/s, J3 4 
, , 0.5 c/s) 

unequivocally confirmed the 2,j-trsns-T,&trans-configuration (2). -- 

j-Hydroxy-2-benzyloxy-2-benzylcoumarans, analogous to the spirsns 

(II) but lacking the&her bridge to the 2-aryl ring, may be expected to 

yield normal flavylium salts on treatment with acid in the presence 

of oxygen, and thus represent a new general class of leucosnthocgsnidin. 

We are grateful to Dr. T.M. Spotswood for the double irradiation 

experiment and to Dr. H.I. Fales snd Dr. J.S. Shsnnon for msss spectra. 
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